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          High concordance rate in monozygotic twins and familial clustering of patients with primary
biliary cirrhosis (PBC) indicate the involvement of strong genetic factors in the development of
PBC. To identify susceptibility loci for PBC in Japanese population, a genome-wide association
study (GWAS) and subsequent replication study were performed in a total of 1327 PBC cases
and 1120 healthy controls. Two significant (ppppp<5x10-8) non-HLA susceptibility loci (TNFSF15TNFSF15TNFSF15TNFSF15TNFSF15 and
POU2AF1POU2AF1POU2AF1POU2AF1POU2AF1) for PBC were identified. In addition, 10 loci (CD80, IKZF3, IL7R, NFKB1, STAT4,CD80, IKZF3, IL7R, NFKB1, STAT4,CD80, IKZF3, IL7R, NFKB1, STAT4,CD80, IKZF3, IL7R, NFKB1, STAT4,CD80, IKZF3, IL7R, NFKB1, STAT4,
CXCR5, TNFAIP2, MAP3K7IP1, rs6974491, DENND1BCXCR5, TNFAIP2, MAP3K7IP1, rs6974491, DENND1BCXCR5, TNFAIP2, MAP3K7IP1, rs6974491, DENND1BCXCR5, TNFAIP2, MAP3K7IP1, rs6974491, DENND1BCXCR5, TNFAIP2, MAP3K7IP1, rs6974491, DENND1B) out of 21 non-HLA susceptibility loci
for PBC which were recently identified in European descent showed significant associations in
Japanese population. These results indicated the importance of two disease-pathways in both
European descent and Japanese population, Th1/Th17 differentiation of T cells (CD80, IL12A,
IL12RB2, STAT4, TNFSF15) and B cell differentiation to plasma cells (IL7R, CXCR5, POU2AF1,
SPIB, IKZF3), although there are some ethnic differences in disease-susceptibility loci for PBC.
In addition, the study for systemic and local expression of TNF-like ligand 1A (TL1A), which is
encoded by TNFSF15TNFSF15TNFSF15TNFSF15TNFSF15, indicated that TL1A may be involved in the pathogenesis of PBC.
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Introduction
   Primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC) is a chronic and progres-

sive cholestatic liver disease, presumably caused by au-

toimmune reactions against biliary epithelial cells, leading

to liver cirrhosis and hepatic failure1, 2). High concordance

rate in monozygotic twins compared to dizygotic twins and

familial clustering of PBC patients indicate the involvement

of strong genetic factors in the development of PBC3). Pre-
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Table 1  Clinical Charcteristics of PBC cases

Clinical stage 1: a stage without any signs indicating portal hypertension or liver cirrhosis

Clinical stage 2: a stage with signs of portal hypertension or liver cirrhosis but without

persistent jaundice

Clinical stage 3: a stage with persistent presence of jaundice (total bilirubin>2mg/dL)

vious genome-wide association study (GWAS) and subse-

quent meta-analyses have identified HLA and 21 non-HLA

susceptibility loci (IL12A, IL12RB2, STAT4, IRF5, IKZF3,

MMEL1, SPIB, DENND1B, CD80, IL7R, CXCR5,

TNFRSF1A, CLEC16A, NFKB, RAD51L1, MAP3K7IP1,

PLCL2, RPS6KA4, TNFAIP2, 7p14 and 16q24) for PBC in

European descent4-7), indicating the involvement of several

autoimmune-pathways (i.e. IL12/IL12R signaling, TNF/TLR-

NFκB signaling and B cell differentiation) in the develop-

ment of PBC. To identify host genetic factors related with

PBC in Japanese population, we conducted a GWAS and

subsequent replication study in a total of 1327 PBC cases

and 1120 healthy controls and identified two novel disease-

susceptibility genes (TNFSF15 and POU2AF1)8). We also

validated 10 loci out of 21 non-HLA susceptibility loci for

PBC which have been identified in European descent8).

These results would not only expand our knowledge of dis-

ease-pathways in PBC but also lead to develop a rationale

for therapies in the future.

Disease-susceptibility genes for PBC in
Japanese population
1)Clinical characteristics of PBC cases used for GWAS

   Samples from 2,395 individuals (1,295 cases with PBC

and 1,100 healthy controls) were collected in PBC-GWAS

Consortium, consisting of 31 hospitals participating in the

NHO Study Group for Liver Disease in Japan (NHOSLJ)

and 24 University Hospitals participating in gp210 Working

Group in Intractable Liver Disease Research Project Team

of the Ministry of Health and Welfare in Japan8). The pa-

tients were diagnosed with PBC if they met at least two of

the following internationally accepted criteria: biochemical

evidence of cholestasis based mainly on alkaline phos-

phatase elevation, presence of serum anti-mitochondrial

antibodies, histological evidence of non-suppurative de-

structive cholangitis and destruction of interlobular bile

ducts1, 2). The demographic details of PBC cases were sum-

marized in Table 1.

2)Novel disease-susceptibility genes for PBC in Japa-

nese population

   The 1,015 samples (515 Japanese PBC cases and 500

Japanese healthy controls) were genotyped for 600,000

SNPs using the Affymetrix Axiom Genome-Wide ASI 1

Array. After quality check of genotyping data (Dish QC

<0.82, overall call rate <97%, outlier in PCA : p<0.05) and

SNP filtering (SNP call rate < 95%, MAF < 5%, HWE p-

value <0.001), the data of 487 PBC cases and 476 healthy

controls for 420,928 SNPs were used for the association

analysis8). The inflation factor lambda was 1.039 and 1.026,

respectively, for all the tested SNPs and SNPs without HLA

region. For the GWAS and replication study, a chi-square

test was applied to a two-by-two contingency table in an

allele frequency model.

    Figure 1 shows a genome-wide view of the single-point

association data based on allele frequencies (Manhattan

plot). The HLA-DQB1 locus showed the strongest asso-

ciation with susceptibility to PBC (rs9275175, OR = 1.94;
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Fig.1 Manhattan plot of 963 samples (487

PBC cases and 476 healthy controls)

in Japanese population. In addition to

the most significant disease-suscepti-

bility loci of HLA (p=8.3x10-13), the loci

of TNFSF15 and POU2AF1 showed

evidence indicative of association with

PBC (p=1.21x 10-7 and p= 3.51x10-6,

respectively).

95%CI=1.62-2.33, p=8.30× 10-13) and the loci TNFSF15

and POU2AF1 showed evidence indicative of association

with PBC (TNFSF15 rs4979462-T: OR=1.63; 95%CI=1.36-

1.95, p=1.21× 10-7; POU2AF1 rs4938534-A, OR=1.53;

95%CI=1.28-1.83, p=3.51× 10-6). In a subsequent repli-

cation analysis, 27 SNPs with p<0.0001 in the initial GWAS

were genotyped in addition to high density association

mapping at TNFSF15 and POU2AF1 loci using an inde-

pendent set of 1,402 samples (787 Japanese PBC cases

and 615 Japanese healthy controls) and the original set of

963 samples (487 PBC cases and 476 healthy controls) by

the DigiTag2 and custom TaqMan SNP genotyping assays.

The strongest associations identified in the initial GWAS

were replicated for TNFSF15 rs4979462-T (OR=1.56; 95%

CI=1.39-1.76, p=2.84×10-14) and POU2AF1 rs4938534-

A (OR=1.39; 95% CI=1.24-1.56, p=2.38×10-8) (Table 2).

The other 27 weakly associated SNPs identified in the ini-

tial GWAS (p<0.0001) did not show significant association

with PBC.

3)Replication study of susceptibility genes identified in

European descent

   Next, we focused on 21 loci that are reportedly associ-

ated with susceptibility to PBC in European descent4-7).

Three loci (IL7R, IKZF3, STAT4) had p values of less than

0.001 and 8 other loci (RAD51L1, CXCR5, PLCL2,

IL12RB2, NFKB1, CD80, DENND1B, and 7p14) showed

evidence of marginal associations (p<0.05) in the initial

GWAS in 487 Japanese PBC cases and 476 Japanese

healthy controls. Three SNPs (IL7R rs6890503, IKZF3

rs9303277, STAT4 rs7574865) were genotyped in an in-

dependent set of 1,402 samples (787 Japanese PBC cases

and 615 Japanese healthy controls) and the original set of

963 samples (487 PBC cases and 476 healthy controls)

using the DigiTag2 and custom TaqMan SNP genotyping

assays. The IL7R rs6890853 and IKZF3 rs9303277 showed

significant associations (p value = 3.66× 10-8, OR=1.47

and p value=3.66 × 10-9, OR=1.44, respectively) and

STAT4 rs7574865 showed suggestive association with

PBC (p value=1.11× 10-6, OR=1.35) in 2,365 Japanese

samples (1,274 PBC cases and 1,091 healthy controls)

(Table 2). Genotyping of additional 16 SNPs, which are

the same SNPs as identified in previous studies4-7), revealed

that six SNPs located on CXCR5, NFKB1, CD80,

DENND1B, MAP3K7IP1, and TNFAIP2 were replicated

(p<0.05) in 2,365 Japanese samples (Table 2). The SNP

CD80 rs2293370 showed a significant association (p

value=3.04 × 10-9, OR=1.48) and NFKB1 rs7665090

showed a suggestive association (p value=1.42× 10-7,

OR=1.35) with PBC in Japanese population. Although fur-

ther study for determining the primary SNP at each locus

is necessary, the remaining 10 loci (RAD51L1, PLCL2,
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Table 2   Disease-susceptibility genes for PBC identified by GWAS

1)reference 4,  2)reference 5, 6,   3)reference 7,  4)reference 8,  5)associated diseases reported from Jan. 2007 to July 2012

○ : disease-susceptibility genes reported in each paper

CD: Crohn's disease, UC: ulcerative colitis, AS: ankylosing spondylitis, SSc: systemic sclerosis, RA :rheumatoid arthritis,  SLE: systemic lupus

Erythematodes: T1D; type 1 diabetes, AT; autoimmune thyroiditis, SjS; Sjogren syndrome, MS; multiple sclerosis, BD; Behcet's disease, JIA;

juvenile idiopathic arthritis, AD; atopic dermatitis

IL12RB2, IRF5, SPIB, RPS6KA4, CLEC16A, TNFRSF1A,

IL12A, and MMEL1) did not show significant association

(p<0.05) with PBC in the Japanese population (Table 2).

Disease-pathways for PBC
1)TNFSF15 and T cell differentiation to Th1/Th17 cells

   TNFSF15 (also known as TL1-A) is a cytokine of the TNF

superfamily which is mainly produced by dendritic cells (DC)

and macrophage by stimulation with TLR ligands. TNFSF15

interacts with death receptor 3 (DR3, also known as

TNFRSF25) not only to promote effector T-cell expansion

(i.e., Th1 and Th17 cells) and cytokine production (i.e., in-

terferon-γ and IL17) at the site of inflammation, but also to

induce apoptosis in cells that over-express DR39,10). As

shown in Figure 2, Th1 differentiation pathways include

costimulation of T cells with CD80, IL-12/IL12R signaling

via STAT4, and costimulation of Th1-committed cells with

TNFSF15. Th17 differentiation pathways include

costimulation of T cells and Th17-committed cells with CD80

and TNFSF15, respectively9-12). The variants of IL12A and

IL12RB have been identified as PBC susceptibility loci in

European descent but not in Japanese population4-8). Vari-

ants of CD80 and STAT4 have been identified as PBC

susceptibility loci in both European descent and Japanese

population4-8), and a variant of TNFSF15 has been identi-

fied as PBC susceptibility loci in Japanese population8).

These results may indicate that the same Th1/Th17 differ-

entiation pathways are involved in the pathogenesis of PBC

in both Japanese populations and European descent, al-

though there are some ethnic differences in susuceptibility

genes for PBC.

2)POU2AF1 and B cell differentiation to plasma cells

   As shown in Figure 3, POU2AF1 is a B cell-specific

transcriptional factor that coactivates octamer-binding

transcriptional factors OCT-1 and OCT-2 on B cell-specific

promoters13). Thus, POU2AF1 is essential for B cell matu-

ration and germinal center formation13). The E-twenty six

(Ets) transcription factor SPIB is also an essential media-

tor of B-cell receptor signaling14). SPIB was recently identi-
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Fig.3 B lymphocyte differentiation

and POU2AF1
POU2AF1, a significant disease-sus-

ceptibility gene for PBC in Japanese

population, plays a role for B cell dif-

ferentiation to plasma cells. SPIB, a

significant disease-susceptibility gene

for PBC in European descent, also

plays a role for B cell differentiation to

plasma cells. IL7R, CXCR5 and

IKZF3, significant disease-susceptibil-

ity genes for PBC in both European

descent and Japanese population,

play roles for B cell maturation to naïve

B cell in bone marrow, migration of T

follicular helper cell to germinal center

of secondary lymph node, and B cell

maturation to plasma cells, respec-

tively.

Fig.2 T lymphocyte differentia-

tion and TNFSF15
TNFSF15, the most significant dis-

ease-susceptibility gene for PBC in

Japanese population, plays a role for

Th1/Th17 differentiation. The IL12A
and IL12RB2, the most significant dis-

ease-susceptibility gene for PBC in

European descent, also plays a role

for Th1/Th17 differentiation. The

CD80 and STAT4, the significant dis-

ease-susceptibility gene for PBC in

both European descent and Japa-

nese population, also play a role for

Th1/Th17 differentiation.

fied as a direct target of the coactivator POU2AF115), indi-

cating the essential role of SPIB/POU2AF1 for B cell differ-

entiation to plasma cells. IKZF3 functions as a transcrip-

tion factor that participates in the generation of high-affinity

bone marrow plasma cells responsible for long-term

immunity16), and IL7R participates in differentiation and

maturation of lymphocytes in bone marrow17). CXCR5 is

essential for the migration of T follicular helper cells (Tfh)

to germinal center, where naïve B cells receive B cell re-

ceptor signaling and a help by Tfh for B cell differentiation

to plasma cells18). Variation of SPIB has been identified as

a PBC susceptibility gene in European descent6, 7). Varia-

tion of POU2AF1 has been identified as a PBC susceptibil-

ity gene in Japanese population8). Variation of IKZF3 has
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Fig.4 Effect of UDCA treatment on

serum TL1A levels in PBC

patients
In the PBC patient group as a whole

(n=76), serum TL1A levels tended to

be decreased by UDCA treatment (pre:

4.5±4.5 ng/ml, post: 3.6±2.5 ng/ml)

(A): Serum TL1A levels were signifi-

cantly decreased in early-stage PBC

patients (n=60) after UDCA treatment

(pre: 4.0± 4.2 ng/ml, post: 3.0± 2.1

ng/ml) (B): but not in late-stage PBC

patients (n = 16) (pre: 5.5±4.3 ng/ml,

post: 5.2± 2.3 ng/ml) (C): Statistical

analysis was performed using a two-

tailed Wilcoxon’s single-rank test or

Mann-Whitney's U test

been identified as a PBC susceptibility gene in both Japa-

nese population and European descent6-8). In addition, varia-

tions of IL7R and CXCR5 have been identified as PBC

susceptibility genes in both Japanese population and Eu-

ropean descent7, 8). Collectively, these results indicate that

the B cell differentiation pathways are involved in the de-

velopment of PBC.

TL1A in the pathogenesis of PBC
   The clinical significance of TL1A for the pathogenesis of

PBC was investigated by analyzing the systemic and local

expression of TL1A in 110 PBC patients and 46 healthy

controls using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay, quan-

titative polymerase chain reaction and immune- histochemi-

cal staining19). Serum TL1A levels were significantly in-

creased in PBC patients at both early and late stages as

compared with healthy controls, and its levels were signifi-

cantly decreased in early-stage PBC patients after

ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA) treatment (Fig.4). TL1A was

immunohistochemically localized to biliary epithelial cells,

Kupffer cells, blood vessels and infiltrating mononuclear

cells in the PBC liver. In addition, TL1A messenger RNA

expression was increased in the PBC liver as compared

with the non-diseased liver. These results indicate that TL1A

may play an important role in the pathogenesis of PBC19).

Discussion
   GWAS in Japanese population identified two novel dis-

ease-susceptibility genes for PBC, TNFSF15 and

POU2AF1, in addition to 21 disease-susceptibility genes

which were identified in European descent4-8). Our results

expanded our knowledge of disease-pathways of PBC

implying that Th1/Th17 differentiation pathways of T cells

(CD80-STAT4-TNFSF15 in Japanese and CD80-IL12A-

IL12RB2-STAT4 in European descent) and B cell differen-

tiation pathways to plasma cells (IL7R-CXCR5-POU2AF1-

IKZF3 in Japanese and IL7R-CXCR5-SPIB-IKZF3 in Eu-

ropean descent) are involved in the pathogenesis of PBC,

whereas IL12/IL12R signaling pathway for Th1 differen-

tiation has been the main object of attention in European

descent20). In addition, SOCS1 (16p13), SIAE (11q24), Tyk2

(19p12), SH2B3 (12q24), MAPT (17q21), and TNFSF11

were recently identified as disease-susceptibility genes for

PBC in European descent21-23), indicating that various sig-

naling pathways including type 1 interferon and IL2 are

also involved in the development of PBC. Very importantly,

POU2AF1 was recently reported to promote Th17 differ-

entiation by blocking IL2, a known endogenous repressor

of Th17 cells24). Pathway-based analysis of PBC-GWAS

recently revealed the involvement of phosphatidylinositol

signaling pathway in the development of PBC25). Recent

studies for molecular mechanisms of the Th17-cell devel-

opment and function revealed the emerging role of PI3K in

the differentiation of Th17-cells26). Taken together, these

results indicate the importance of Th17 differentiation path-

way in the pathogenesis of PBC.
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Fig.5 The role of TL1A (TNFSF15)

in inflammation and autoim-

mune diseases
TL1A plays an important role in main-

tenance of local inflammation by con-

necting innate to adaptive immune re-

sponse for differentiation and expan-

sion of Th1/Th17 cells.

   Genetic polymorphisms in TNFSF15 are also associated

with susceptibility to other inflammatory diseases including

CD, UC, ankylosing spondylitis, and leprosy (Table 2)27-31).

Strong association of five SNPs (rs3810936, rs6478108,

rs6478109, rs7848647, and rs7869487) in the TNFSF15

region with CD was first reported for a Japanese

population27) and the finding was replicated in an indepen-

dent Japanese population and in European descent28, 29).

In addition, the risk alleles of the SNPs were significantly

associated with TNFSF15 mRNA expression in peripheral

blood32). Since there exists strong LD among SNPs in

TNFSF15, including those in the promoter region

(rs6478109 and rs7848647) and introns (rs4263839 and

rs4979462), it is very likely that the PBC susceptibility hap-

lotype containing rs4979462 also influences TNFSF15

mRNA expression. The in vitro functional assay is now

underway to study the transcriptional and post-transcrip-

tional regulatory mechanisms for TNFSF15 production.

Conclusion
   Recent GWAS revealed that the most significant disease-

susceptibility genes for PBC are IL12A/IL12RB2 and

TNFSF15 in European descent and Japanese population,

respectively. This indicates that the Th1/Th17 mediated

autoimmune-pathways are involved in the pathogenesis of

PBC as well as Crohn’s disease, rheumatoid arthritis, and

ankylosing spondylitis (Fig.5)19, 33-35). Several evidences in-

cluding mice models indicated that TL1A plays an impor-

tant role in maintenance of local inflammation by connect-

ing innate to adaptive immune response, indicating that

TL1A-DR3 interaction could be an effective therapeutic

target for ameliorating local inflammation in affected or-

gans of autoimmune diseases. The comparative analysis

of disease-susceptibility genes in multiple ethnicities, in

which there may exist different target-genes as a result of

recent positive selection via different environmental

factors36), may further provide an important clue for the dis-

section of critical disease-pathways in various autoimmune

diseases including PBC. In addition, a new approach for

investigating “environmental factors” and “gene-envi-

ronmental interactions” would also be essential to dissect

the disease-pathways which are specific for PBC37).
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